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SUMMARY
Alpatova G. M. «The left March» of A. Bevan
The article presents the main landmarks of the biography of A. Bevan – the popular with workers
leader of the left-wing of the British Labour Party, the creator of the national medical service.
Key words: Labour Party, left-wing labourists, democratic socialism, social justice, social state.
Chashukhin A. V., Romashova M. V. Conference «Anthropology of the Soviet School: Cultural
Universals and Provincial Practices»
The article discusses the results of the All-Russian Academic Conference with International Participation «Anthropology of the Soviet School: Cultural Universals and Provincial Practices» which took place
at Perm State University in October, 2010.
Key words: Soviet school, childhood, communities of students and teachers, school everyday life,
representativeness of primary sources, identity.
Domsky M. V. «Song about Christ» in the History of the Biblical Epic of the Anglo-Saxons
The structure and substantive specifics of the text of the poem «The Savior» («Heliand») of the IX
century are analyzed. The poem is a part of the biblical epic of the Anglo-Saxons and represents one of the
most significant monuments of Old German Literature. The author reveals contradictory combination of
mythological and biblical subjects, pagan and Christian vocabulary is represented in this manuscript.
Key words: Anglo-Saxons, Old Germans, Evangelization, religious epic, warrior society.
Dorozhkin A. G. German Participation in the Economy of Pre-revolutionary Russia in the
Light of German Russistics of the Late XX – Early XXI Centuries
The author analyzes the historiographical situation in the German «Russistics» of the late XX – early
XXI centuries. The works of German historians concerning the role of German business in the economic
history of pre-revolutionary Russia are under investigation. The problems of integration of Russian and
German business groups, the position of foreign businessmen in working class question, their participation
in the charity actions are examined. The article marks the convergence of Russian and German researchers,
due to active scientific contacts in the recent years.
Key words: German historiography, economic history of Russia, German business, Russian business
culture.
Kolobov A. V. Rhine Limes and Old German Runes
Author considers the phenomenon of Old German runes origin in the context of the Roman Empire
and barbarian tribes cultural interrelation. The questions of the social context of runic culture origin and
role of runic phenomena in the creation of all-German ethnical and cultural entity are discussed.
Key words: Rhine Limes, Roman Empire, old Germans, Runic Letter, ethno-cultural Identity.
Kuznetsova L. A. Local Administration in the 1930–1950s: Self-Government or Self-Will? (An
Example of Resort Development)
The article puts forward the issue of defining methods and forms of local government and distribution of power in the Soviet Union. The focus is on the Soviet administrative system (1930s–1950s) which
is analyzed on the basis of the special nature of conflicts within the system. The author analyzes the
circumstances under which Moscow perceived local administrative practices as correct initiative or wrong
arbitrariness, perverting the right directives; as well as the level of central authorities’ control and the local
authorities’ perception of this control. The article presents a case study of resort construction in two
regions: Sochi and Perm.
Key words: local political elite, centralization of power, initiative, conflict of interest, Sochi, Perm,
resorts.
Lapteva M. P. Annual Conference of the Russian Society For Intellectual History
The article analyzes the main trends in the Russian Society for Intellectual History. The contents of
the papers and the outcome of their discussion at the annual conference of this society are investigated.
Key words: national character, mutual perception of peoples and cultures.
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Summary
Leibovitch O. L. The Return of the Soviet Siberian City
The means of applying cultural concepts to the study of the Soviet history are considered (based on
the analysis of V. Ryzhenko’s book). The opportunities of cultural and anthropological models for the
reconstruction of the architectural images of the Soviet city are identified.
Key words: Soviet city, the historiography of the Soviet history, methodology, research models;
culture of the Soviet city, humanities.
Melnichuk A. F., Chagin G. N. The Current State of «Ugric» Concept in the Light of Written
and Onomastic Sources of Perm Region
In the critical article controversial provisions of the first chapter of the book «Ugric people of the
Urals» are considered.
Key words: Perm region, Ugric peoples, the Khanty, Mansi, Ostyaks, Voguls, Komi, onomastics.
Merkusheva E. N. From Century to Century: For the 120th Anniversary of the Perm Regional
Museum
The article analyses two decades in the history of the oldest and largest museum in Perm Region – a
public institution of culture «The Perm Regional Museum»: the first (1890–1900) аnd the last (2000–
2010). We compare the main characteristic of those periods of the activities of the museum, the content and
scope of problems that it decided early in its existence and is deciding now. There is a continuity in the basic forms and methods of the museum work.
Key words: Scientific and Industrial Museum, Perm Regional Museum, collections, staffing funds,
museum staff, Meshkov House.
Nemtsev I. A. The Formation of Pre-revolutionary Russian Conservatism and State Power
In the article some issues are examined, which are connected with distinctive features and the character of relationship between the State and the Russian conservatives of pre-revolutionary epoch during the
period of forming the Pre-revolutionary Russian Conservatism. Some significant characteristics which
specified the spiritual appearance of the Pre-revolutionary Russian Conservatism and its fundamental difference from West European and American conservatism are discussed. It is shown that these
characteristics were affected by the autocratic State and its policy in the process of making the
conservatism in pre-revolutionary Russia.
Key words: conservatism, autocracy, state, tradition, authority, power, ideology, europeanizing
(becoming European), reactionary, legitimacy, worldview, old time.
Ryazanova S. V. The Features of the Pantheon in Traditional Mythological Systems
The article analyzes the sacred texts of traditional mythological systems of Ancient India,
Mesopotamia, China, Western Europe, and puts forward the thesis that all mythological plots have some
common base. Its content can be characterized as «condition of primary non-division». It is proved that the
unity is typical for any mythological system.
Key words: mythological systems, sacred texts and characters, archetypes.
Saphronova Yu. A. «Nihilist» – «Criminal» – «Dropout»: the Images of a Terrorist and Their
Perception of Russian Society, 1879–1881
The article stresses the complex problem of the attitude of Russian society to the political terrorists
(based on the extensive range of previously non-published sources). The author argues that in the second
half of the XIX century there were various images of this social phenomenon. The interpretation of
participants of that political underground, as criminals, fanatics and nihilists is examined in details.
Particular attention is paid to the model of a terrorist – male dropout and victim of shortcomings of the
Russian educational system.
Key words: Russian history, political terrorism, Russian society, images of the political underground.
Shmidt T. Z. Joint Learning Lessons
The article is a review of the textbook «The History of Germany in the XX Century Through a New
Dimension: Sources, Statistics, Art Papers» (Moscow, 2008), prepared by the scholars of the University of
Braunschweig. The reviewer identifies new approaches to the formation of the original sources base for the
study of history.
Key words: Germany, history of the XX century, reader, lessons of the past, history of everyday life.
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Summary
Ulyanov A. E. The Dynamics of Basic Breads Gathering in Peasants’ Economies of Samara
Province, 1883–1915
The dynamics of the gathering of major cereal crops cultivated by peasant economies of one of the
black soil regions of European Russia – Samara province is considered. The article contains some
information about plants grown by the peasants, choice of peasants at crops, the reasons of increase or
reduction of crops and gathering of separate cultures. Data about productivity are mainly examined on the
basis of the most important source of state origin – governmental statistics. The information is given of the
period 1883–1915; to facilitate the analysis selected chronological segment is divided into five-year
periods.
Key words: peasant farm, allotted landowning, gathering of the corn, productivity, areas under crops,
cereal cultures.
Vakhrameeva E. E. Diplomacy Chancellery in the XVII Century: the Ways of Russia’s Europeanization
The article investigates the channels of communication Europeans with the Muscovites in the
activities of the Diplomacy Chancellery of the order in the XVII century. Particular attention is paid to the
organizational system in order, the interaction between workers of the order, informal contacts with
representatives of Western countries during and after the service.
Key words: Diplomacy, intercultural communication, Europeanism, Diplomacy Chancellery,
informal contacts.
Vershinina D. B. English Ladies’ Education and Manners in the XVIII–XIX Centuries
The article is an attempt to present the generalized portrait of English ladies in the context of their
education and manners based on letters, diaries and novels of the XIX century.
Key words: England, lady, women’s education, national character.
Volgireva G. P. All-Russian Agricultural Periodic and «The Perm Journal of Land Development»
The question of provincial periodic related to the development of agriculture in Russia in the early
twentieth century is investigated. Particular attention is paid to «The Perm Journal of Land Development»
(1912–1917). The analysis of the reliability of the information provided in the magazine is done. Also
different classifications of agricultural printing by the fields of agriculture, by categories of publishers, by
number of publications in the provinces are presented in the tables.
Key words: periodic, agriculture, land development, land rates, the theory of «the autocracy of a
master».
Vostrikova T. P., Glazyrina Yu. V. The Museum of Perm Antiquities: Experience of the Museum Project
The article describes the conceptual framework of the exhibition «The Museum of Perm Antiquities», which introduced the paleontological dimension of Perm history. New museum technologies,
implemented under the project, are analyzed. The questions about work with the museum's audience and
about exposure culture are put to the discussion.
Key words: the Perm Regional Museum, museum technologies, exhibition «The Museum of Perm
Antiquities».
Yankovskaya G. A. Contemporary art in Perm: oral history
The history of transformation of an art-system in a Post-Soviet Russian province (Perm Krai) is
presented in documents of oral history – records of conversations with a collector and media publisher
E. Ovchinnikov and an artist T. Antoshina. They have been actively participated in art process of the
1990th – 2000th.
Key words: Contemporary Art, Perm, Oral History, T. Antoshina, Ed. Ovchinnikov.
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